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Abstract:‥ ‥ In‥ recent‥years,‥ the‥ importance‥of‥ comprehensive‥
measures‥for‥cultural‥landscape‥protection‥has‥been‥pointed‥out.‥
The‥cultural‥property‥protection‥administration‥should‥consider‥
keeping‥the‥ following‥three‥points‥ in‥mind‥ in‥order‥to‥develop‥
a‥plan‥that‥ is‥comprehensive‥and‥executable‥ in‥ the‥protection‥
target‥areas’‥planning.‥Point‥1‥is‥that‥the‥plan‥is‥justifiable.‥For‥
residents‥ to‥be‥satisfied,‥and‥ for‥multiple‥departments‥within‥




plans‥ that‥ have‥ already‥ been‥ developed.‥ From‥preserving‥
important‥buildings‥ to‥making‥ them‥useful‥ for‥ today’s‥world,‥
from‥ restoring‥ the‥ façade‥ of‥ a‥ building‥ to‥ creating‥ a‥ local‥
community‥ that‥will‥ inherit‥ it.‥Locations‥with‥ the‥potential‥ for‥
the‥creative‥development‥of‥local‥culture,‥and‥precisely‥because‥
they‥have‥ their‥own‥charm,‥will‥attract‥people.‥Point‥3‥ is‥ the‥
personality‥of‥ the‥person(s)‥ in‥charge‥of‥carrying‥out‥ the‥plan‥
that‥has‥been‥developed.‥They‥must‥possess‥ the‥enthusiasm‥
and‥ logic‥ needed‥ to‥ achieve‥ their‥ goal‥ of‥ comprehensively‥
executing‥the‥plan.‥Furthermore,‥ they‥need‥to‥have‥the‥ability‥
to‥communicate‥that‥sentiment‥to‥the‥local‥residents‥and‥to‥the‥
various‥departments‥within‥the‥government‥as‥well.‥‥
